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Abstract 
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Introduction 
The word “fractal” has been used in various senses by many authors since 
Mandelbiot introduced it. Self-similar sets, Julia sets and the Mandelbrot set are 
typical examples of “fractal” in mathematical works. There are several ways to 
study the geometry of “fractal”. Among other things it is essential and fruitful to 
pay attention to “self-similarity”. This paper is concerned with “self-similarity” of 
“fractal”. 
The definition of “self-similarity” varies according to the viewpoints. We choose 
a topological approach. In Section 1 we define a self-similar set, which has 
topological “self-similarity”. 
The Julia set is an invariant set for a holomorphic dynamical system on the 
Riemann sphere. Julia sets are often considered as “fractals” that have “self-simi- 
larity”. Many mathematicians are interested in two “fractals”: Julia sets and 
self-similar sets [1,3,6,7,14,15]. 
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Now we ask a fundamental question: is there any relationship between these 
two “fractals”? 
In this paper we try to answer this problem from the topological point of view. 
We study the dynamics of polynomials whose Julia sets are homeomorphic to 
self-similar sets. To define self-similar sets, we use a symbolic dynamical system, 
and we introduce a new class of self-similar sets, which is called invertible 
postcritically finite self-similar sets. We prove that for any simply connected 
invertible postcritically finite self-similar set K, there exists a polynomial P such 
that the Julia set JP is homeomorphic to K. 
1. Self-similar sets 
We define self-similar sets by symbolic dynamical systems. 
Definition 1.1. Let K be a topological space and {f,)j!?, be a finite collection of 
continuous maps of K to itself. We call a pair (K, {f,)/?,) a self-similar set if there 
exists a surjection n-: 2 + K such that r 0 fi = a, 0 r for i = 1, 2,.. ., N where 
Z={l, 2,..., N}’ is the set of infinite sequence of (1, 2,. . . , N) and a, : Z -+ 2 
maps x1x2.. . E.E to ix,x,. . . . 
-2 L K 
We remark that K is homeomorphic to the quotient space .Z/ - , where x - y 
if 7&x) = r(y). 
If all fi are injective, the set C = lJ iz j(Ki f~ Kj) is called the connecting set, 
where Ki =f,(K) (i = 1,. . . , N). Then we can see that x - y if and only if either 
x = y or there exist c E C and a finite sequence w = iii,. . . i, such that x and y 
are contained in aj, 0 a,* 0 . . . 0 ~,,(a-‘(c)j. 
The well-known definition of self-similar sets is stated by means of contractions 
[6,7]. The following theorem shows that a self-similar set in this paper is a 
generalization of it. 
Theorem [6,7]. Let X be a complete metric space and (f,),!?, be a finite collection of 
contractions on X, where a contraction is a map whose Lipschitz constant is less than 
one. Then there exists a compact subset K = U i fi< K) CX such that (K, { fi 1 K},?= ,) 
is a self-similar set. 
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Example 1. (1) The middle l/3 Cantor set. X= [w. f,(x) = fx and f2(x) = &x + %. 
K is a totally disconnected perfect set. The connecting set is empty. 
(2) Interval. X= [w. f,(x) = 4x and f2(x) = $x + i. K is the unit interval 10, 11. 
The connecting set C is {i}. The inverse image Y’(C) is 112, 211, where $ means 
. . . . 
a sequence ~JJJ . . . . So for a finite sequence w, we have ~12 - w2i. 
(3) Sierpinski gasket. X= Iw’. f,(c) = i(G), f,(G) = i(c) + (‘,‘“) and f,(G) = i(c) 
The connecting set C is 
2. Self-similar Julia sets 
In this section we will show that the Julia sets for polynomial maps whose all 
critical points are preperiodic but not periodic are self-similar. These polynomial 
maps are not hyperbolic but subhyperbolic [3,151. 
By symbolic dynamical systems, we can describe the topology of the Julia sets 
for hyperbolic rational maps [5,8,9,14]. But they are not self-similar. Moreover, the 
Julia sets for subhyperbolic rational maps are not always self-similar. 
Definition 2.1. A dynamical system (f, X) is a pair of a set X and a map f from 
X to itself. For a given dynamical system (f, X1, 
(1) A point x EX is periodic if f”(x) =x for some integer n > 0. We say the 
period of x is n if f”(x) =x and for any m <n, f”(x) ZX. We say lx,, x2,. . . , x,J 
isacycleiff(xi)=xi+i fori=l,2,...,n,wherex,+,=x,. 
(2) A point x EX is preperiodic if f”(x) =f”+“(x) for some integer n, m > 0. 
A point x is strictly preperiodic if it is preperiodic and nonperiodic. 
(3) A point c E X is critical if for any neighbourhood U 3 c the restriction f 1 U 
is not a homeomorphism. For a critical point c we say that a point in the orbit of c 
is postcritical and a point f(c) is a critical value. 
(4) The set Cf of critical points is called a critical set. The set PCf of 
postcritical points is called a postcritical set. 
If PC, is a finite set, (f, X) is called postcritically finite. 
Now we study rational maps on the Riemann sphere. 
Definition 2.2. For a cycle {zi, z2,. . . , z,) of a rational map f, 
is called the eigenvalue. 
A cycle is called attracting if I h I < 1, repelling if I A I < 1, neutral if I A I = 1 or 
superattracting if A = 0. 
Definition 2.3. Suppose P : C + C is a polynomial map. We define the filled-in 
Julia set by K, = {z E C I Pk(z> f, m as k + m}. The Julia set is given by JP = IRK,. 
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We remark that Jp is not empty and does not have interior points. It contains 
all repelling periodic points but not any attracting ones. 
Theorem A 1111. Suppose P : C + C is a polynomial map. Zf all critical points are 
strictly preperiodic , then ( Jp , {Pi- ‘}t= 1 ) . 1s a self-similar set, where d is the degree of P 
and Pi- ’ is a branch of P- ’ on J,,. 
Sketch of Proof. The conditions imply that all cycles except infinity are repelling, 
and hence, Jp is locally connected [3]. Let Q = PC, - {w). Since Q is a finite set, 
for each q E Q we can draw a simple arc 1, outside of Jp between infinity and q 
such that lfc4) = f(l,). 
Now take a disk D with P-‘(D) c D, and let U = D - U 4 t el,. Then U is a 
simply connected domain which does not contain any critical values for P. Hence 
P-’ has exactly d branches on U. We call them Pi-’ (i = 1, 2,. . . , d). Note Jp UT U, 
but Pi-’ can be defined on Jp. Moreover, U does not contain any critical values for 
P” for II > 0. Let P.7” be a branch of P-” whose restriction to Jp is 
Pi;’ 0 Pii1 0 ... 0 Pj;‘l’iji:Since Pp’(D)cD, 
{pijz...in 1 n>Oand i,, i, ,..., i,E(l,2 ,..., d}} 
is a normal family. 
For ~=xlxz...x,, EZ =(l, 2 ,..., 
P$,, P-3 
d)” a subsequence of the sequence {Px.l, 
X,X*X3) . . . ) converges to an analytic map f The image of f, is contained in 
Jp since a point outside of Jp goes out of D by &ration of P. We remark that Jp 
has no interior points. Consequently, f, is a constant function. We can easily see 
that f, is independent of the choice of-a subsequence. 
Thus, we can define a map r: 2 + Jp. It is easy to show continuity and 
commutativity of rr. We show surjectivity. Let J, = Pj-‘(J,) for i = 1, 2,. . . , d. Then 
Jp = U f=, Ji. For z E Jp, there exists 6 E 2 such that Pkpl(z) E Jx, for k > 0. It is 
trivial that ~(5) = z. q 
Remark. The self-similar set Jp in this theorem satisfies the following properties. 
(1) Jp is connected. Moreover, it is simply connected. 
(2) For i #j, each point in Ji n Jj is critical. Therefore a set C = lJ if jCJi n J,> 
is a finite set. Furthermore, Ji n J, consists of at most one point. 
Proof. (1) Since for each critical point c the orbit {P”(c)} remains bounded, Jp is 
connected. Assume Jp is not simply connected. Then c - Jp =A(m) = Iz I P’Tz> + 
00 as n + ~1 is not connected. Let A*(m) be the connected component that 
includes infinity. For each component U of A(m), Pn(U) =,4*(m) for some n. But 
it contradicts to P-‘(m) = (m}. 
(2) For every c E Ji n J, there exists x E_Z such that (a,(&>, a;-(~:)} c 6’(c). 
Therefore, for each neighborhood U 3 c there exist two point a, b E U such that 
(T(F’(~)) = a(~-l(b)). So, P I U is not a homeomorphism. 
If #J, n Jj 2 2, Jp is not simply connected. 0 
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Example 2. (1) R(z) = z2 - 2. The only critical point is 0. 0 j -2 + 2 -+ 2. The 
Julia set JR is an interval [ - 2, 21. 
(2) R(z) = z2 + i. The only critical point is 0. 0 + i + - 1 + i --+ -i + - 1 + i. 
(3) We can prove a similar theorem for a rational map [ll]. Here we give an 
example. R(z) = (z” - 16/27)/z. The Julia set JR is homeomorphic to the Sier- 
pinski gasket. But the dynamics is different from the one of Example l(3). See the 
next remark. 
Definition 2.4. A self-similar set (K, if,},“= ,) is called invertible postcritically finite if 
the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) All f, are injective. 
(2) For i #j, #K, n K, < 00, where K, = f,(K). 
(3) There exists a map g of K to itself such that gr = TU, where (T is the shift 
map of 2. 
(T I I R 
2 5 K 
(4) All points in C = U i+ j(Ki n Kj) are preperiodic by g. 
Remark. Condition (3) means that each point c E Ki n K, satisfies fLT ‘(c) = f,: ‘(c). 
So each f, is a branch of gg’. When we consider (g, K) as a dynamical system, C 
is the critical set C, and g is postcritically finite. In Example l(2) and (3), the 
self-similar set K does not satisfy the above condition (31, so K does not have a 
continuous dynamics g. 
3. Postcritically finite self-similar sets 
This section presents a couple of results on self-similar sets [lo]. 
Proposition 3.1. Let (K, {f,}) b e a self-similar set such that C = U i f j( Ki n K,) is a 
finite set. K is metrizable if and only if for any c E C the inverse image T- ‘(c) is 
closed. In particular, K is metrizable if 7~~ ‘(c) is a finite set for each c. 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose (K, (fi)) is a metrizable self-similar set. If K is connected, 
then K is locally connected and arcwise connected. 
If #C is at most countable, then the topological dimension of K is either zero or 
one. A O-dimensional self-similar set is homeomorphic to a Cantor set. 
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Definition 3.3 (cf. [12]). A self-similar set (K, (fJ> is called a postcritically finite 
self-similar set if it satisfies: 
(1) All fi are injective. 
(2) For i #j, #(K, n K,) < 1. 
(3) For c E C any points in r-l(c) are preperiodic by u. 
Clearly, invertible postcritically finite self-similar sets are special cases of 
postcritically finite self-similar sets. From Proposition 3.1 we can see that postcriti- 
tally finite self-similar sets are metrizable. And from Proposition 3.2, if a postcriti- 
tally finite self-similar set is connected, then its topological dimension is one. 
Proposition 3.4. For any postcritically finite self-similar set (K, { fJ> there exists a 
compact subset F c Ksuch that F is a topological graph, T-‘(F) is u-invariant and F 
includes C. Furthermore, if K is simply connected then F is unique and is a 
topological tree. 
Remark. If a postcritically finite self-similar set (K, ifi}> is invertible, we can 
define a dynamics on F by the restriction of g to F. This one-dimensional 
dynamics is postcritically finite. 
The graph F is called a frame [lo]. On the other hand there is an object called 
“Hubbard tree” for complex dynamics of a polynomial [2,31. These are identical, 
when we consider Julia sets for polynomials such as in Theorem A. 
4. The Thurston’s theorem 
In this section we recall the Thurston’s theorem. See [4,17]. 
Definition 4.1. An orientation preserving map f of the sphere S2 to itself is called 
a branched covering if for each c E Cf there exist two neighbourhoods U 3 c and 
I/ 3 f(c) and two homeomorphisms 
$:(U,c)-(GO) and $:(V,f(c>)-(GO) 
and a positive integer k such that 4(x)“ = +(f(x>> in U. 
w, f(c)) -2 cc, 0) 
Definition 4.2. Let f and g be postcritically finite branched coverings. We say f 
and g are equivalent, f - g, if there exist two orientation preserving homeomor- 
(cc, 0) 
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phisms or, o2 : S2 + S2 
~9~ are isotopic relative 
S2 81 
f 
I 
572 82 
such that 61i(PCf> = PC, (i = 1, 2), O1 = 0, on PC,, 13~ and 
to PCf and the following diagram commutes: 
S2 
I g 
S2 
Definition 4.3. Let f be a postcritically finite branched covering. A simple closed 
curve in S2 - PCf is called peripheral if it bounds a disc containing at most one 
point of PCr. A multicurve r means a collection of disjoint simple closed curves in 
S2 - PCf such that none of them is peripheral and no two curves are homotopic to 
each other in S2 -PC;. 
A multicurve r is f-invariant if for y any connected component of f-‘(r) is 
either peripheral or is homotopic to a curve in r. We denote the set of connected 
components of fP ‘(7) for y E r by f-‘(r). 
Definition 4.4. For a multicurve I’, the Thurston’s linear transformation fr is a 
linear map from Rr to itself defined by 
fArI = c 
1 
rccf-lc,,j deg(f: Y’ + Y) 
[r’li- for Y Er 
where the sum is over all components y’ of f-‘(y), and [r’lr denotes the curve in 
r homotopic to y’ if it exists and [y’lr = 0 otherwise. fr is considered as a 
nonnegative matrix, therefore it has the greatest positive eigenvalue (the leading 
eigenvalue) A,. 
Definition 4.5. Let f : S2 + S2 be a postcritically finite branched covering. Then 
there exists the smallest function 
such that 14.x) is a multiple of v(y)deg,f for each y Efpl(.x). We say (S2, V> is 
the orbifold of f. An orbifold (S2, V) is called hyperbolic if its Euler characteristic 
x=2- c (l-l/v(x)) 
XGPCf 
satisfies x < 0. 
Theorem 4.6 (Thurston). Let f : S2 + S2 be a postcritically finite branched covering 
with hyperbolic orbifold. Then f is equitalent to some rational map if and only if there 
is no f-invariant multicurve r with A, > 1. 
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Definition 4.7. We call an f-invariant multicurve r a Thurston’s obstruction if 
A,> 1. 
A Thurston’s obstruction r is called minimal, if every y E r is homotopic to a 
curve of f-‘(r), and any f-invariant proper submulticurve of r has the leading 
eigenvalue less than one. 
Definition 4.8. A multicurve Iri, y2,. . . , -y,J is called a Levy cycle if each f-‘(ri+l> 
contains a component y[ homotopic in S2 - PCf to yi and f : y( + yi+l is of 
degree one (i = 0, 1,. . . , n - l), where y. = Ye. 
A branched covering f is called a topological polynomial if f has a particular 
point ~0 with f-‘(m) = (03). 
Theorem 4.9 (Levy [13,16]). Let f be a postcritically finite branched covering which is 
of degree two or a topological polynomial. Then there exists a Thurston’s obstruction 
if and only if there exists a Levy cycle. 
5. Main theorem 
In Section 2 we have investigated self-similar Julia sets. We have seen that they 
are invertible postcritically finite. Conversely, for a given invertible postcritically 
finite self-similar set (K, If,}), can we find a polynomial whose Julia set is 
homeomorphic to K? The following theorem gives an answer to this question. 
Theorem B. Let (K, If,}> b e an invertible postcritically finite self-similar set such that 
K is simply connected. Then there exists a polynomial map P such that the Julia set Jr 
is homeomorphic to K. Furthermore two dynamical systems (g, K) and ( P", Jr,) are 
topologically conjugate to each other for some integer n. 
For an invertible postcritically finite self-similar set which is not simply con- 
nected, we can prove a similar theorem [ill. 
6. Proof of main theorem 
We need three steps to prove Theorem B. 
In the first step, the frame F of K is embedded into the plane. The second step 
extends the map g : F + F to the whole plane. And in the last step we use the 
Thurston’s theorem to show existence of the polynomial map. 
Step 1. Since the frame F is a tree, we can consider that F is embedded into 
S2. In F, there can be finite nodes, which mean branch points in a tree. We 
require that each map g I Fi preserves cyclic order at all nodes, where Fi = F fl Ki. 
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Suppose p is a node fixed by g. Though if g is not cyclic order preserving at p, for 
some n > 0 the iteration g” is cyclic order preserving at p. After this treatment at 
all such nodes, by embedding appropriately once more if necessary, g” is cyclic 
order preserving at all nodes. For simplicity, we consider IZ = 1. 
Step 2. We mark a point CC in S2 outside of F. We draw disjoint simple arcs 
between each point in C, U PC, and 00 in the following way. At the beginning, for 
a critical point c E tJ f=,Ki, we draw k arcs l,,i (i = 1,. . . , k) from c to CC such that 
each Fi, (j = 1,. . . , k) is respectively included in a different component of S2 - 
lJ F=,l,,i. For a critical value g(c), an arc Ii,,, is from g(c) to’a. Suppose that we 
have drawn arcs Ii, draw litJI from g(x) to 0~ such that g is cyclic order preserving 
at x with respect to the branches at x and /L’s, where we consider g maps 1: to 
1. i?;:. The arc 1: that x is a periodic node must be periodic by g, namely 1: = l?” 
for some n. 
Then we can easily construct a branched covering G : S2 + S2 satisfying the 
following conditions: (1) G I F = g, (2) G(m) = to, (3) G maps l,,i to ii,,, injectively 
and G maps 1: to 1$‘1 injectively, (4) each component of S2 - (( tJ c,ilc,i) U 
(IJ x,jli> U F) which is homeomorphic to a disc, is mapped homeomorphically. It is 
easy to see that G is a topological polynomial. 
If the orbifold of G is not hyperbolic, K is homeomorphic to the unit interval 
[0, 11. In this case, the existence of a polynomial P is easily proved. 
Step 3. M. Shishikura showed the author the method of geometric intersection 
number. 
Definition 6.1. Let f : S2 + S2 be a postcritically finite branched covering. By P we 
denote a finite set in S2 including PCt. Let G, and G, be simple closed curves or 
simple arcs in S2. We define a geometric intersection number with respect to P by 
(G, . G,), = inf{#( G; n G;) I Gi is homotopic to G, 
relative to P (i = 1, 2)). 
Note that P c P’ implies (G, . G,), < (G, * G,),,. 
Let 9’ and _.Y’ be collections of simple closed curves or simple arcs, and define 
(_E3._Y’)P= c (G.G’).. 
$Z, 
In case P = PC,, we write G. G’ and 9.9’. 
Proposition 6.2. Let G, H and H’ be simple closed curues or simple arcs in S2 such 
that f 1 H: H + H’ is a d-to-one map. Then (f-l(G)*H)fmIc,, <d(G .H’)p. 
Proof. Let G and G be homotopic to G and H respectively such that #<d n 
f(@> = (G . H’Ip. Then #(f-‘(G) n E?) = d#(6 n f(ti)). 0 
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We have to show that there is no Levy cycle. Assume there is a Levy cycle 
r, = (Yr, yz,. . ., y,J. Then there exists a curve yi E r, such that 
(Yi ’ {‘c,jlc,j )c-l(pc,) # O’ 
Indeed, suppose that (yi . Ilc,j~c,j)c-~~pc,~ = 0 for all yi. Then 
GID,,&;+~,~+l is a one-to-one map (i= l,...,n - l), (1) 
where 0, is the disc which is bounded by y and which does not contain CQ. For any 
Yi, there exists j such that Dyi f~ PC, C Fj. Since yi is not peripheral, there are two 
points p, 4 in D,,i f~ PC,. But from (1) it is easily seen that a-‘(p) = r-‘(q). This 
is a contradiction. Therefore (Yi. (lc,j}c,j)G-~~PCG~ z 0 for some i. 
Let _9= {1; ( 1; is periodic}. Rename these arcs as 9= (lj},~Z,. From Proposi- 
tion 6.2, 
(Yi*G-‘(l,)),-l(pc,) G Yi+r *lj G (Yi+r .‘j)G-l(Pc G )* 
Since lj_ r E G- ‘<lj> homotopically, 
(Yi.‘j-r)c-‘WC,) G (Yi ’ G-‘(zj))(i-l(pcG)e 
Summing (2) and (3) over i, j, 
(2) 
(3) 
tro .-!foG-YPC,) G To ( . U G-1(1,)) f (Til .-%-‘wc,)* 
i G-‘(PC,) 
Consequently, 
=O. 
j G-‘(PC,) 
This contradicts to (Yi * {Zc,j}~,j)G-l(PCc) # 0. Therefore there is no Thurston’s 
obstruction. 
There exists a polynomial map P which is equivalent to G. From Theorem A, 
.I~ is self-similar. Let 8r and 0, be homeomorphisms in the definition of equiva- 
lence. For i = 1, 2, B,(PC,) = PC,. Then for any critical point c E C,, O,(U il,,i) 
and o,( U il,,i) are homotopic relative to PC,. It implies that for each c E C,, the 
inverse images of c by rro and that of 0,(c) by rp correspond, where rrG : 2 + K 
and r,:Z+J, are the surjective maps in the definition of self-similar sets. 
Therefore Jp and K are homeomorphic to each other. q 
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